
BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

ARTWORK APPROVAL
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PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black
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*DOES NOT PRINT = CLEAR DECAL

*DOES NOT PRINT = GLASS

*DOES NOT PRINT = FRAMING

ORDER INFORMATION
Window Graphics
Window Perf. - Exterior, 1st Surface
(Sizing: Production see attached, JB
removed 1/4” off each side)
Qty. 1 area, 13 pieces

District Logo = 16” x 16”
Clear Decal/Oveall Size = 18” x 18”



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

EXISTING
KEEP UP

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B



BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

ARTWORK APPROVAL

 *SAME COLOR INFO AS PAGE 1

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

PMS 3517 C

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black

White

*DOES NOT PRINT = CLEAR DECAL

*DOES NOT PRINT = GLASS

*DOES NOT PRINT = FRAMING

*NEW DOOR NUMBER DECAL =
Die-Cut White Vinyl, Matte, 1st Surface
13” x 13”

ORDER INFORMATION
Window Graphics
Window Perf. - Exterior, 1st Surface
(Sizing: Production see attached, JB
removed 1/4” off each side)
Qty. 1 area, 20 pieces

District Logo = 16” x 16”
Clear Decal/Oveall Size = 18” x 18”



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

NEW

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B



BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

ARTWORK APPROVAL

 *SAME COLOR INFO AS PAGE 1

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

PMS 3517 C

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black

White

*DOES NOT PRINT = CLEAR DECAL

*DOES NOT PRINT = GLASS

*DOES NOT PRINT = FRAMING

ORDER INFORMATION
Window Graphics
Window Perf. - Exterior, 1st Surface
(Sizing: Production see attached, JB
removed 1/4” off each side)
Qty. 1 area, 19 pieces

District Logo = 16” x 16”
Clear Decal/Oveall Size = 18” x 18”

*NEW DOOR NUMBER DECAL =
Die-Cut White Vinyl, Matte, 1st Surface
13” x 13”



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

NEW

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B



BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

ARTWORK APPROVAL

 *SAME COLOR INFO AS PAGE 1

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

PMS 3517 C

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black

White

*DOES NOT PRINT = CLEAR DECAL

*DOES NOT PRINT = GLASS

*DOES NOT PRINT = FRAMING

ORDER INFORMATION
Window Graphics
Window Perf. - Exterior, 1st Surface
(Sizing: Production see attached, JB
removed 1/4” off each side)
Qty. 1 area, 17 pieces



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

EXISTING
KEEP UP

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B



BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

ARTWORK APPROVAL

ORDER INFORMATION
Stair Graphics
Floor Vinyl: 480, w/ Floor Lam.
(Sizing: Production see attached)
Qty. 1 area, 13 steps

 *SAME COLOR INFO AS PAGE 1PMS 3517 C

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black

White

*DOES NOT PRINT = STAIRWELL

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

3517 C



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B



BY READING BELOW AND EMAILING YOUR APPROVAL YOU ACKNOWLEDGE: EMAIL APPROVAL NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

Copyright © 2020, BANNERVILLE USA, INC. This artwork is the property of BANNERVILLE USA, INC. Use of this material for any reason is prohibited without a signed release from Bannerville USA. In cases where a logo, artwork, or other elements are included, you warrant that
you are the sole owner of the subject matter provided to Bannerville USA or used within the layout by Bannerville USA. To support these warranties, you agree to indemnify Bannerville USA in any legal action connected with copyright infringement involving the work produced.

ALL WORDS ARE SPELLED CORRECTLY
Including, but not limited to, school/organization name(s), proper names, and grammar.

ALL VISUAL CONTENT & COLORS ARE CORRECT
Including, but not limited to, logo(s), colors and layout. Due to various monitor settings and models, the colors of the document may not print
exactly as they appear on your screen. If precise color-matching is critical to your job, then we highly recommend a press-printed physical proof
(Additional cost may apply). We can’t guarantee colors will be accurate unless a Pantone color is specified.  

ALL QUANTITIES, SIZES, & FINISHING ARE CORRECT
Please double check your order information in addition to the artwork. 

CLIENT WILL INCUR ALL COSTS IF REPRINT IS NECESSARY
Every effort is made to be as accurate as possible, but the final responsibility is yours.

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR APPROVAL VIA EMAIL
BY RESPONDING, “APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION”.

Once approval is given, your order will be sent to production and no further changes
can be made. If you are unsure, please contact us with any questions.

If the information on your order is not correct,
please let us know and we will make the required changes.  

ARTWORK APPROVAL

ORDER INFORMATION
Door Graphics
Vinyl: 480, w/ Lam.
(Sizing: Production see attached)
Qty. 1 area - 2 single doors, 1 dbl door
Bleed: 1” b/r

 *SAME COLOR INFO AS PAGE 1PMS 3517 C

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS Cool Gray 5 C

Black

White

*DOES NOT PRINT = WINDOWS

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B

Cool Gray 11 C



ARTWORK APPROVAL

*Mockup on photo is just for visual purposes - may not be to exact scale, or exact to installation*

PROOF SENT 10/9/23, Proof 2     OPTION B


